We provide world class digital solutions for destinations with
stories to share. Harness the power of technology to allow your
visitors to engage deeper, explore further, and discover more.

Our suite of platforms address all different needs,
meaning we have the best solution for you.

empowers your organization
to create beautiful, easy to
use mobile apps.

allows you to share your
stories via a collective app
where you can search for
local attractions.

combines on-site hardware
with our STQRY platform to
download content to your
shared devices.

lets you digitize, store and
publish your collections online.

What makes us different?
Customer support

Online app builder

No long term contracts

We offer ongoing customer
support, all over the world,
available via email, phone
and web chat. Plus we push
regular new features and bug
fixes direct to our builder, all
at no extra cost.

Our simple online platforms
let you build everything from
location-based tours, mobile,
and web apps, audio guides,
games, and online collections.

Our simple pricing model
means you’re not locked
into long term contracts.
Choose the plan most
convenient for you!

Visitors love engaging
and interactive experiences.
We make creating those
experiences easier with our
feature-rich STQRY builder.

Use the STQRY
platforms for:
Mobile and Web Apps
Use the STQRY platforms to develop mobile and
web apps. Choose from a variety of features and
place your content directly in the palm of your
users’ hands.

Accessibility
The STQRY platforms can enhance your
experience by making it inclusive using multilingual
content and amazing accessibility features.

Education
Educate and connect with all ages. From gaming
features to multimedia content, STQRY makes it
easy to captivate your audiences.

Testimonials
“STQRY has dramatically improved

our tour offerings,making it possible
to produce excellent tours quickly,
with far fewer resources.”
Cody Hartley, Georgia O’Keeffe Museum

Exhibitions
Enhance your exhibitions with STQRY by
managing devices, digitizing a collection, and
creating tours and/or audio guides.

Self-guided & Guided tours
Create self-guided or guided tours with advanced
mapping features, interactive content and various
language options.

Gamification
Enhance any experience by using gamification
features and augmented reality to interact with
your users on a new level.

Collections management
Digitize and manage your collections online.
STQRY allows your users to view and interact with
your content using community focused features.

“STQRY’s intuitive platform was

the perfect choice in creating a
mobile Campus Tour app, allowing
prospective students and campus
visitors the chance to experience
Yale outside of our established
hospitality offerings”
John Yi, Senior Assistant Director
Yale University Office of
Undergraduate Admissions

“The great thing for us is that

the app is easily updatable.
We can adjust the user experience
as we go.”
Jennifer Brook, Program Manager
Humanities, Museum Victoria

“…the platform is so easy to use,

Sign up for free on our website or
schedule a demo- no strings attached
STQRY provides award winning digital storytelling
platforms to help your audiences explore, engage, and
discover destinations in new ways. The STQRY team has
worked on thousands of projects worldwide since our
inception in 2006 with clients ranging from museums,
parks, attractions, cities, and historic sites of all sizes.

our public affairs and recreation
officers are able to upload current
information in a moment’s notice,
without having to go through the
long process of having our
IT team make a change.”
Toby Bloom, National Program
Manager of Travel, Tourism, and
Interpretation at the USFS
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